THE PACIFIC BASIN	5
heights run parallel to the shores of what is called Victoria
Land which possibl} preserves under its mask of ice the
characteristic coastlines of the Pacific Here the heights are
really the edge of a vast plateau rising to a level of 10 000
feet from which the woilds greatest glaciers slide slowly
down towards the sea
The line of folding reappears above water and is continued
through South and North America as the Andes and Rockies
which form the backbone of those two continents The
Andean system is a senes of parallel Alpine folds running
close to the west coast at a distance of 30 to 150 miles and
it comprises the longest unbroken mountain system on the
earths surface More than a dozen summits rise above
19000 feet and the peak of Aconcagua towers up 24000
feet above sea level Amongst these peaks are the highest
volcanic cones in existence The crustal unrest of this region
convinces some observers that the process of uplift is still
incomplete. From Aconcagua the system divides into two
chains to enclose the high plateau draining Lake Titicaca
Uniting again near the equator they again diverge and lose
height rapidly towards Central America
After an interruption by the older east west arrangement
of Central America the Divide again becomes well marked
from Tehuantepec and continues north as the Rocky Moun
tains which resemble the Andes Cordillera but are lower
and wider The Rocky system too is more broken by lower
passes shows less contrast between eastern and western
slopes and is also set back farther from the coast This
mountain system is a double one in its general arrangement
It comprises two systems diverging to enclose the great Salt
Lake Basin which sinks in parts below sea level Nearer tlie
coast the Sierra Nevada Mountains also reach great heights,
Mt Whitney reaching nearly 15 000 feet Converging agam

